
 
  
CMA Weekly Update – November 11, 2022 

 

Though some midterm races remain uncalled, manufacturers are preparing the next 
phase of our competitiveness agenda. See below for a breakdown of what the 
election means for manufacturing policies and priorities in the United States. 

 

KEY ISSUES 
  

Manufacturers Outline Post-Election Priorities: Manufacturers have outlined key 
issue areas that will be the focus of the competitiveness agenda in the next congress 
– focusing on tax, trade, energy, and infrastructure.  

• Tax: Manufacturers are pushing Congress to approve key tax incentives for 
manufacturers in a year-end package, including the reversal of a harmful 
change in the treatment of R&D expenses that took effect earlier this year 
and an extension of 100% bonus depreciation. Beyond the lame-duck 
session, manufacturers will be fighting to make tax reform permanent. 
Please join Chris Netram, NAM Managing Vice President of Tax and 
Domestic Economic Policy and David Eiselsberg, NAM Senior Director 
for Tax Policy for a discussion of this issue, including the role 
associations can play in helping to secure a legislative fix by year’s 
end, in our next Emerging Trends webinar taking place on November 
30 at 3 PM. 

• Trade: Manufacturers will be advocating reauthorization of the Miscellaneous 
Tariff Bill. Going forward, priorities will include guarding against TRIPS 
waivers at the World Trade Organization (which would harm manufacturers’ 
intellectual property rights), defusing regulatory and market access 
challenges in Mexico and promoting a robust market-opening agenda 
overall. 

• Energy: Energy security is likely to remain a key focus of policymakers. 
Permitting reform may be a possible area for bipartisan progress and 
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implementation of new climate incentives and programs will likely come with 
heightened oversight from the new Congress next year. 

• Infrastructure: Supply chain challenges are the most difficult issue facing 
manufacturers now. Ongoing rail negotiations and workforce shortages, as 
well as the National Labor Relations Board’s robust pro-labor agenda 
continue to be focus areas for manufacturers.  

The outlook: Regardless of the outcome of midterm elections, manufacturers remain 
uniquely positioned to effectively advocate with the Biden administration and a 
divided congress. 
 
Report: Rail strike could cost economy $160B in a month A potential one-month 
rail strike if labor unions reject a new contract could cost the US economy $160 
billion, and many chemical manufacturing sites would have to temporarily close within 
a week after the start of a strike, the American Chemistry Council says in a new 
economic analysis. CNBC quotes CMA member Chris Jahn, President and CEO of 
ACC, "This is an economic calamity that every member of Congress should be very 
interested in preventing." Read the full story HERE. With many of us dealing with 
supply chain disruptions—with the potential of further bottlenecks should a strike 
occur—the NAM’s Supply Chain Hub is an online resource where you can find critical 
tools and information from the full suite of NAM programming to overcome supply 
chain disruptions. 
 
Manufacturing Output up in October, but just Barely Manufacturing production 
increased 0.1% in October, with durable goods inching up 0.5%, while motor 
vehicles and parts increased by 2%. Many economists expected overall industrial 
production to rise 0.1% as it did in adjusted September figures, but mining and 
utilities numbers created an overall industrial decrease of 0.1%. Read more here.  
 
Manufacturing in 2030: A Lens on the Future: As part of its Manufacturing in 2030 
Project, the NAM’s Manufacturing Leadership Council—a division of the NAM 
focused on the digital transformation in manufacturing—released the results of its 
Manufacturing in 2030 Survey, which reveals what manufacturers are envisioning for 
the industry in the coming years, including the pace of digital technology adoption 
and the potential for an autonomous future in manufacturing. Click here to read the 
results. 
 
“Tripledemic” Hits Workforce The number of people who missed work last month 
due to childcare problems reached an all-time-high in October, according to Bureau 
of Labor Statistics data cited by The Washington Post . That’s a problem for an 
economy already dealing with workforce shortages. The “tripledemic” of COVID-19, 
flu and respiratory syncytial virus are keeping kids home from school and day care in 
larger-than-usual numbers, colliding with staffing shortages at schools and day cares 
to create unprecedented challenges for parents and teachers. More than 100,000 
Americans missed work last month. That’s more than at the height of the pandemic. 
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Day cares and public schools are short approximately 384,000 workers, placing a 
greater burden on existing staff. The economy is starting to show signs of impact. 
Worker productivity showed the sharpest plunge on record in the first half of this year, 
according to federal data.   Next month, the Manufacturing Institute is highlighting this 
issue on the webinar Childcare and Flexibility Solutions for the Manufacturing 
Industry. More information on this event is below. 

ADVOCACY OPPORTUNITIES 

ACT NOW: Reform the SEC Climate Disclosures Rule 
 
Join the NAM in urging Congress to insist that the SEC re-work its proposed climate 
disclosures rule to make it more tailored, workable, and cost-effective for 
manufacturers. 
 
Earlier this year, the SEC proposed a climate reporting regime that could have far-
reaching implications for the manufacturing industry. The SEC’s proposed rule would 
impose significant costs and compliance burdens on public companies by instituting a 
one-size-fits-all mandate that does not align with manufacturers’ existing reporting 
practices. It would also impact privately held businesses by requiring that they 
provide data to support public companies’ Scope 3 emissions disclosures. 
 
Click here to sign onto this letter asking Congress to exercise its oversight authority 
and call on the SEC to promulgate a more workable climate rule. Interested 
manufacturing industry associations are invited to join the letter by Friday, 
November 28. 
 
 
ACT Now: Stand with Manufacturers to Fight Discriminatory Global Regulations 
 
It is not too late to join association partners across the business community in telling 
Washington to fight for a level playing field against discriminatory regulations around 
the world that harm manufacturers. The deadline for this letter is December 2, 
2022, at 5PM ET. Click HERE to sign onto this letter to stand with 
manufacturers and urge the administration to fight discriminatory global 
regulations and push for a proactive agenda on standards, conformity assessment 
and regulation that allows critical market access for manufacturers large and small. 
 
Manufacturers depend on the ability to compete on a level playing field around the 
world, including real efforts to fight back against discriminatory foreign regulations, 
problematic standards and duplicative certification requirements that block access to 
U.S. exports and critical markets. We need the administration to support 
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manufacturers large and small by fighting back, working proactively to advance a 
proactive global agenda on standards, and intend to send a strong message through 
this joint letter. 

MEMBER QUESTIONS OF THE WEEK 

CMA member Anne Forristall Luke (U.S. Tire Manufacturers Association) wants to 
know: 
 
Have you created a new membership category to grow your association 
membership and revenue? 
 
If you would like to submit a question for a future CMA Update, let us know. 

CMA MEMBER HIGHLIGHTS 

• Eric Dell, executive vice president of the National Automatic Merchandising 
Association (NAMA) has been named the new president and CEO of the 
American Bakers Association (ABA). Eric will succeed long-time ABA 
leader Robb MacKie, who announced his retirement earlier this year. Read 
more here.  

• CMA member Steve Caldeira (Household & Commercial Products 
Association) is on RealClearPolicy this week for an op-ed on securing 
funding for the Environmental Protection Agency. You can read the article 
HERE.  

The NAM provides this weekly update with key content for our association partners. 
This is also a platform to highlight work of our CMA partners. Shoot us a note on any 
initiatives or messages that your organization has launched that we can share with 
others. 

COMING UP 
  

November 30: Association Partnerships Emerging Trends Webinar 3:00 PM ET. 
Manufacturers drive more innovation than any other sector; however, a recent R&D 
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tax change threatens the ability of the sector to continue to lead the world in research 
and development. Our industry has been spearheading the effort to ensure the tax 
code continues to support innovation through a repeal of the harmful R&D 
amortization provision. Please join Chris Netram, NAM Managing Vice President of 
Tax and Domestic Economic Policy and David Eiselsberg, NAM Senior Director for 
Tax Policy for a discussion of this issue, including the role associations can play in 
helping to secure a legislative fix by year’s end. 
 
December 6: Breaking Barriers: Childcare and Flexibility Solutions for the 
Manufacturing Industry 12:00 – 1:30 PM ET. Women are the manufacturing 
industry’s largest talent opportunity: by bringing just 10% more women into 
manufacturing would close the skills gap by 50%. But what are the top barriers 
preventing women from entering—and staying—in the industry? Join The 
Manufacturing Institute for an event featuring the latest research findings 
about the top challenges women are facing in the workplace as well as learn 
from industry leaders on what their companies are doing to address these 
issues to create more inclusive work environments. The discussion will 
particularly focus on how companies can support their employees with 
childcare solutions, increased flexibility and other benefits that provide a 
competitive edge. 
 
December 7: Association Partnerships Government Relations Peer Group 3:00 
PM ET. Please join this roundtable for government relation professionals to network 
and discuss the latest trends and concerns impacting their associations and 
members. *The Association Partnerships GR Peer Group is open to all NAM 
Association member professional staff and focused to those who work specifically on 
government affairs issues. 
 
December 16: Manufacturing Institute Virtual D&I Summit, 12-3:30 PM ET. The 
manufacturing industry is facing a labor shortage—and one of the industry’s biggest 
opportunities is broadening the talent pipeline and prioritizing actions that recruit and 
retain a diverse workforce. Join us for a virtual event that will explore dimensions of 
diversity and inclusion specific to the manufacturing workforce and provide actions 
you can take now to move our industry forward.  
 
January 11-13: CMA Winter Leadership Conference (Four Seasons, Baltimore, 
MD) Early bird rates end today, November 18! 
  

LEADERSHIP READS 
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Your weekly round-up of leadership, operations and productivity articles, podcasts, 
and micro-learning opportunities. 
 
Future Proofing Your End to End Supply Chain in 2023 Chief Executive (15-
minute read) 
5 Accounting ‘Turnarounds’: How Manufacturing Fends Off Credit Squeeze 
CFO (10-minute read) 
How Leaders Can Promote Authenticity Without Conflict Associations Now (5-
minute read) 
To Sustain DEI Momentum, Companies Must Invest in 3 Areas Harvard Business 
Review (10-minute read) 
Darker Days are Coming. Don’t Let them Get You Down The Wall Street Journal 
(15-minute read) 

ALSO TRENDING 
  

Earlier this week, on behalf of the CMA DEI Committee, I took a trip to Prairie View, 
Texas, along with CMA members Philip Bell (Steel Manufacturers Association), 
Nicole Harris (National Glass Association), and Alicia Hamilton (National Glass 
Association ) to visit Prairie View A&M University, the largest Historically Black 
College & University in the state. While there, we had the opportunity to meet with 
students from the architectural college and provide insights on careers in the 
manufacturing industry, including the wonderful career opportunities at trade 
associations. I would like to give a huge thank you to Phil, Nicole, and Alicia for their 
time and effort, as well as to the CMA DEI Committee and committee chair Anne 
Forristall Luke (U.S. Tire Manufacturers Association). Thanks to their leadership, 
the visit was highly successful, and very impactful to the students at Prairie View 
A&M. If you are interested in a visit to an HBCU in 2023, or being a part of the CMA 
DEI Committee, please let me know. 
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